
I was finding it hard to find time to write a letter to the IPC for the Jindera solar project due to it being 
harvest time and extremely busy time of year for us and even busier this year due to an exceptional 
season this year but since I’ve been delayed Unloading a load of highly valuable Eurabbie seed oats that 
was grown only 4km from this proposed solar installation on highly fertile agricultural land in a good 
rainfall area it seems I have found some time to let you know my thoughts on the matter at hand.  

I would like to state my strong objections to the Jindera solar farm for the following reasons. 

The introduction of the large scale solar plants have been rushed in Australia with poor planning evident 
such as this installation. Population density is too great in this area for such an installation and it will 
dwarf the township of Jindera, the communities of Glenellen and Jindera deserve to be known for the 
great communities they are with great amenities, not the little town and community with a giant Solar 
“farm” next door.  

Site selection is a for a quick hook up to the grid for the proponent alone, mitigating any other negative 
impacts or obstacles for such a poor site would endure, for example excessive fog in the winter months. 
There are plenty of more suitable areas out west (e.g 200km west of here) and in more arid areas that 
would suit these installations, with less populations density the installation would almost go unnoticed, 
also given the tighter seasons out there the installation would prove a viable income for the land holder 
as opposed to the Greater Hume Shire where we have a thriving agricultural sector.  

Excessive traffic movements during the construction phase would be very unwelcomed in the area, the 
roads are only just good enough for the traffic they now have, any more would be dangerous and 
quickly degrade the roads. Not to mention farm machinery movements, people who enjoy cycling on 
these roads and people with children would find the traffic most unwelcome  

Our company Queltara Pty Ltd farms 750Ha with a intense cropping and livestock operation nearby 
(3km) to this proposed installation which we are the fourth generation to most this land and proud of it, 
with heritage aplenty and legacy of striving for excellence while being on the forefront of agriculture 
with a mix of permanent and casual employees.  We cannot get any accurate information about micro 
climate/ heat island effects the installation will have on our agricultural enterprise from the proponent. 
Also with our land being downstream from the proposal and given the increased water shed rate of the 
panels we will no doubt be susceptible to increased flooding in wet years. These two environmental 
factors coupled with a unknown weed build up around the installation and Increased fire risk makes this 
installation very undesirable to have it nearby to our farming operation, if the project was to proceed 
we feel it would vastly affect our practices and ability to produce a viable income.  

The amount of large paddock trees that will be removed for this project is absurd, these trees are the 
natural pumps keeping salinity down and rising water table at bay, also being the home many birds. If 
the proponent and the developer really cared for the environment they would make sure all these large 
trees stayed in place and would work around them. 

The loss of visual amenity to nearby residents to the project and people who regularly commute on 
Glenellen and Walla Walla roads will be down right disturbing to say the least, we do not live and work 
in this area to be surrounded by an ugly sea of industrialisation. Glenellen and Klinberg road residents 
will be among the hardest hit with the sea of panels in their faces with inadequate screening. I for one 



do not want to have to drive through a industrial sea of panels every time I travel to Jindera for which 
would be otherwise a very pleasant drive.  

The installation is doing nothing more than taking good farm land out of production and turning it into 
an industrial zone to generate electricity and I am led to believe from a TransGrid consultation that the 
installation will not even be able to supply its full capacity into the grid with the current infrastructure, 
so the question has to be asked what indeed is the point of having such a large installation here at the 
current time or if ever?  Also the power generated is not available to local residents it is all going to the 
major cites to make them feel better about offsetting their “carbon footprints”. If this is so the case then 
why are city folk not embracing solar on every rooftop? Residential, Industrial/manufacturing, sporting 
etc? Instead it is getting pushed through on poorly planned projects such as this so they can feel better 
about things and meet our Paris agreement targets.  

A project of this size and nature will no doubt cause a downturn in land prices in its immediate vicinity, 
nearby residents will stuck with and unsightly view and most likely unable to sell their properties for 
what they should be worth which will cause much angst and the mental health component of this issue 
should not be overlooked. Those of us that operate on equity will have our borrowing capacity severely 
limited as our capital will not be what it once was, this also could lead to some mental health issues. If 
the project were to proceed I feel all affected nearby residents will need on going financial 
compensation.  

The project may bring some short turn financial gain to the local economy, but many of these projects 
bring their own workers with them which  may spend some money in the local community but in the 
case of the Finley solar project one contractor almost sent a local automotive repair business broke due 
to not paying for bills. Once the project has been completed the land that was used for the project will 
likely put back even less than it previously was to the local economy due it having just one or two care 
taking staff compared to when it was fully agricultural it would have been contributing to the likes of 
local rural merchandise suppliers, stock and station agents, contractors etc.  

This project and others like it have created a community division with some unrest in cases, 

I am not against renewable projects such as this, I am however against poorly planned projects such as 
this. The blatant push by these companies to get these projects approved where they are not needed or 
suited to an area is disheartening to say the least. Solar energy requires good sun light not good farm 
land with good rainfall that is a valuable commodity and yes this land being so close to Jindera could one 
day be classified for sub division, it would be far better to see more rate payers in the Greater Hume 
Shire that would go on to bolster the local economy than some one off foreign owned solar industrial 
zone where much of the profits were going straight of shore that would be nothing more than an 
eyesore. Being a proud fourth generation farmer in close proximity to the proposal it is heart wrenching 
to think that the land so close can be turned into sea of industrialisation. I would ask you to examine the 
points I have raised thoroughly as I feel if this project is approved it will have a long lasting negative 
effect on our local community and our ability to farm sustainably. We are not some two bit redneck 
farmers who are simply whinging about the about the proposed damn solar farm nearby, we are a 
successful fourth generation farming operation with a mix of permanent and casual employees and have 
a serious concerns about the negative impacts this project will have on our ability to farm and on the 
local community. I am at a total loss to even understand how a project of this size and  nature was 
considered for this area.  



 

Yours sincerely, Stirling Moll.  

 


